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Hygiene Technology

EN

Drytech
Solutions for drying, disinfecting, and
deodorizing work clothing and gear

WINTERSTEIGER Drytech.
WINTERSTEIGER Drytech is a partner you can rely on for drying, disinfecting, and deodorizing all types of clothing and
kits, such as jackets, pants, boots, gloves, and helmets – worldwide.
By investing in professional drying and hygiene systems you are making a positive contribution to staff hygiene and
health. And, you are also helping to extend the lifespan of the high-quality clothes or kit. Compared to conventional drying
systems, you can also reduce your energy costs with WINTERSTEIGER solutions.
No matter what you want to dry efficiently and hygienically, our experts are here to help you find the right solution for your
needs.
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Your benefits summed up.

Quality "Made in Austria"

The latest production facilities, our own R&D department, in-house
engineering and production – everything from a single source

Many years of experience in producing metal lockers and
drying systems

Innovation and market leader in the field of drying systems

Wide range – the optimum solution for every requirement

Complete planning expertise – from the 2D base dimension planning
to 3D visualization and planning

Drying guarantee
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■

Material-friendly drying time:
Each unit can be individually adjusted, so it is gentle on clothing and boots.

■

Space-saving design:
Our modular system is available in several sizes and versions to suit different needs.

■

The system grows with you:
Unlimited expansion options for any number of boots and items of clothing.

Fields of application.
Solutions for drying, disinfecting, and neutralizing the odor of clothing and kits, such as jackets, pants,
boots, gloves, and helmets.

Shipbuilding/maritime sector

Fishing

Infrastructure (roads, railway, airports)

Food industry

Firefighting

Military and police

Energy suppliers

Chemical and pharmaceutical Industry

Municipal companies

Construction industry

Production and maintenance

Forestry

Farming

Sports clubs (football, tennis, riding)

Private households
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Drying technology

SpeedDry
Rapid air circulation drying.
A high-quality air circulation fan combined with heated air ensures material-friendly and energy-saving kit drying.
■
■
■

■

Recirculation drying
Combination of a powerful fan and a heating system
Two drying versions: Ambient air drying or heated
air drying
Ambient temperature of 15 °C or above

■
■
■

■

Moisture is released via the ambient air
Plug & Play product
Optionally with Sterex hygiene function, based
on innovative plasma technology
Quick, gentle kit drying

GreenDry
Energy-efficient condensation drying.
As well as recirculation drying, DRYTECH drying solutions also offer highly energy efficient and economical condensation
drying. The lockers use up to 60% less energy than comparable products! This is achieved by reducing the number of
heating rods which only switch on briefly at the start of the drying cycle to reach the necessary operating temperature.
They are then only switched on again when needed – if the locker falls below the required operating temperature.
The condensate is either collected in a water tank or fed directly back into the wastewater system via an outlet at the back
of the unit, provided that a connection is available.
In addition to the energy savings, other benefits include an improved indoor climate and use at an ambient temperature of
7 °C and above. As the moisture is drawn out of the clothing in the locker and discharged, the ambient air is not saturated
with moisture, as is the case with simple dryers. This prevents mold and unpleasant musty smells in the basement and
common rooms, and moisture from neighboring shower rooms is reduced.
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INNOVATIVE: Sterex plasma technology.
Make germs and unpleasant odors a thing
of the past!
How it works:
In simple terms, this complex process can be outlined as follows: Air is charged using an electronically controlled electrode at high voltage to create a plasma-air mixture. This mixture acts as an extremely effective disinfectant – in the air as
well as on surfaces and textiles. The system is maintenance-free and requires no chemical additives.

Effect:
Depending on the type of device, the disinfectant eliminates up to 99.9 % (3 log stages) of microorganisms in efficacy
groups A and B as specified in the RKI List (as issued by the Robert Koch Institute, Germany).

■

Efficacy group A primarily covers bacteria, fungi, and
fungal spores.
Efficacy group B covers viruses, including the coronavirus "SARS-CoV-2". This is documented in the RKI List
of tested and certified disinfectants and disinfection
methods dated October 31, 2017 (17th Edition).

■

The STEREX technology also reliably removes unpleasant
odors from clothing and work apparel. Disinfection is carried out without the use of toxic or environmentally harmful
chemistry. It presents no risk to health.
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Certification:
The disinfectant efficacy of the STEREX technology has been confirmed by the
recognized Center of Excellence for Technical Hygiene and Applied Microbiology
Dr. Schmelz GmbH (Kompetenzzentrum für technische Hygiene und angewandte
Mikrobiologie Dr. Schmelz GmbH) in Malsfeld, Germany by Dr.med. Dipl.-Chem.
Dipl-Ing.(FH) Ulrich-Friedrich Schmelz..
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certified
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Your benefits summed up:
■

■

■

■

Disinfection without the use of toxic or environmentally
harmful chemicals
Extremely efficient against viruses, bacteria, mold,
and spores
Neutralizes the odor of volatile organic compounds
such as sweat
Improves the indoor climate, resulting in fresh,
healthy air

■
■
■
■

Unlike ozone it is not oxidizing
Beneficial for health
Does not damage plastics or synthetic fibers
Proven technology, for example in drinking water
treatment

For further information please visit our website www.wintersteiger.com/sterex
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An investment that pays off!
Why choose a professional drying system?
■

■

■

Protection against moisture and
damp air are just as expected as
an umbrella, raincoat, and waterrepellent shoes these days.
An efficient drying option is a
sign of appreciation
Dry boots and clothes promote a
sense of well-being; it raises employees’ morale and can reduce
absence due to illness.

■

■

Professional drying is material-friendly
and extends the lifespan of boots and
clothing.
If wet boots are only air dried, then
different boot materials such as
leather, can become brittle and hard
and hurt the sensitive skin on the
feet.

What are the defining features of a DRYTECH drying system?
■

■

We process sendzimized highquality thin-gage sheet metal in
quality class A with powder coating
Surface is perfectly protected
against sparks or embers, while
also being impact and scratchresistant and easy to clean

■
■

■

We only use high-quality components
All drying devices correspond to the
highest safety standards and are CE
certified
High production standard with flexible, largely automated production

What are the economic benefits of the drying systems?
■

■

■

■
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Gentle drying process at low temperature and high volumes of air
Energy-efficient use with timer
function
Motivated, more productive
employees
Potential reduction in the number
of staff sick days because of damp
work clothes and gear

■

■

Drying systems from
WINTERSTEIGER Drytech can
be extended at any time
Easy device maintenance and
repairs
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Drying solutions for all applications.

STORAGE

Tantum

TYPES

Tantum

Tantum Boot 5

Tantum Set 2 Premium

Tantum Boot 10

Tantum Set 4 Premium

Tantum Boot 15

Tantum Set 8 Premium

Tantum Boot 20
Tantum Boot 2x20
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DIMENSIONS (W x H x D)

40/60/90/120 x 183 x 62 cm

40/60/120 x 183 x 74 cm

DRYING SYSTEM

SpeedDry

SpeedDry

CAPACITY

5 – 40 pairs

2 – 8 sets

Tantum

Primus

Econ

Tantum Var 4

Primus Uni 10

Econ Set 4 (Premium/Helmet)

Tantum Var 4+4

Primus Mask 15

Econ Set 8 (Premium/Helmet)

Tantum Var 10

Primus Set 2 (Standard/Premium)

Econ Jacket 16 Premium

Tantum Var 12

Primus Set 4 (Standard/Premium/Helmet)

Econ Universal

Primus Set 8 (Standard/Premium/Helmet)

150/174 x 50 x 41 cm

40/60/120 x 198 x 76 cm

60/120 x 205 x 76 cm

SpeedDry

SpeedDry

GreenDry

4 – 12 pairs of boots/gloves

10 pairs of boots / 15 masks / 2 – 8 sets

4 – 8 sets / 16 jackets
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Tantum
The Tantum series drying units are available in a range of different versions and cover a wide selection of optional equipment.
We make a distinction between three product groups:
■ Tantum Boot
■ Tantum Set
■ Tantum Var
Maximum quality.
We only process hot galvanized high-quality thin-gage sheet metal.
Together with our in-house powder coating, we ensure maximum corrosion
protection.
Material-friendly drying.
A high-quality air circulation fan integrated into the body combined with
heated air ensures material-friendly and energy-saving kit drying.
xControl.
The new xControl control unit with color display and industrial membrane
keyboard offers users an easy, intuitive and multi-lingual user interface for
managing the timing and energy of the system.
The timers can be easily adjusted with the ability to activate a countdown
timer. The xControl control unit also offers the option of activating a definable drying cycle via an external input (EIB/home automation, etc.).

Tantum Boot

12

Tantum Set

Tantum Var

Prepared for wall
mounting

SpeedDry drying system

Removable stainless steel
blow-out clothes hanger
(air hanger)

Easy operation thanks to
the new xControl unit with
color display

New, extremely robust,
anodized aluminum oval
drying arms for gloves with
unique blow-out end caps

New, extremely robust,
anodized aluminum oval
drying arms for boots with
unique blow-out end caps

Foot, optionally available
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Open drying panels

Tantum Boot 5
Boot dryer
10 aluminum drying arms (alu oval) with
special plastic drying nozzles for boots

xControl

Foot optionally available

Also available in stainless steel

Technical data
Article no.

Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-011-001

Tantum Boot 5

183 x 40 x 62 cm

65 kg

1100 W

230 V AC

62-111-001

Tantum Boot 5 Sterex

183 x 40 x 62 cm

65 kg

1110 W

230 V AC

62-111-002

Tantum Boot 5 Inox Sterex

183 x 40 x 62 cm

65 kg

1110 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations
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Open drying panels

Tantum Boot 10
Boot dryer
20 aluminum drying arms (alu oval) with
special plastic drying nozzles for boots

xControl

Foot optionally available

Also available in stainless steel

Technical data
Article no.

Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-011-003

Tantum Boot 10

183 x 60 x 62 cm

76 kg

2150 W

230 V AC

62-111-003

Tantum Boot 10 Sterex

183 x 60 x 62 cm

76 kg

2160 W

230 V AC

62-111-004

Tantum Boot 10 Inox Sterex

183 x 60 x 62 cm

76 kg

2160 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations
15

Open drying panels

Tantum Boot 15
Boot dryer
30 aluminum drying arms (alu oval) with
special plastic drying nozzles for boots

xControl

Foot optionally available

Technical data
Article no.

Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-011-005

Tantum Boot 15

183 x 90 x 62 cm

93 kg

2150 W

230 V AC

62-111-005

Tantum Boot 15 Sterex

183 x 90 x 62 cm

93 kg

2160 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations
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Open drying panels

Tantum Boot 20
Boot dryer
40 aluminum drying arms (alu oval) with
special plastic drying nozzles for boots

xControl

Foot optionally available

Technical data
Article no.

Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-011-006

Tantum Boot 20

183 x 120 x 62 cm

101 kg

2150 W

230 V AC

62-111-006

Tantum Boot 20 Sterex

183 x 120 x 62 cm

101 kg

2160 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations
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Open drying panels

Tantum Boot 2x20
Boot dryer
2 x 40 aluminum drying arms (alu oval)
with special plastic drying nozzles for
boots

xControl

Technical data
Article no.

Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-011-007

Tantum Boot 2x20

195 x 120 x 107 cm

143 kg

3150 W

230 V AC

62-111-007

Tantum Boot 2x20 Sterex

195 x 120 x 107 cm

143 kg

3160 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations
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Open drying panels

Tantum Set 2 Premium
Universal dryer
4 aluminum (alu oval) drying arms apiece with special plastic drying nozzles
for boots (2 pairs) and gloves (2 pairs)
2x unique, removable blow-out stainless
steel clothes hangers (air hanger) for
hanging up jackets and pants make
handling and drying easier

xControl

Foot optionally available

Technical data
Article no.

Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-011-008

Tantum Set 2 Premium

183 x 40 x 74 cm

66 kg

1100 W

230 V AC

62-111-008

Tantum Set 2 Premium Sterex

183 x 40 x 74 cm

66 kg

1110 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations
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Open drying panels

Tantum Set 4 Premium
Universal dryer
8 aluminum (alu oval) drying arms apiece with special plastic drying nozzles
for boots (4 pairs) and gloves (4 pairs)
4x unique, removable blow-out stainless
steel clothes hangers (air hanger) for
hanging up jackets and pants make
handling and drying easier

xControl

Foot optionally available

Technical data
Article no.

Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-011-009

Tantum Set 4 Premium

183 x 60 x 74 cm

78 kg

2150 W

230 V AC

62-111-009

Tantum Set 4 Premium Sterex

183 x 60 x 74 cm

78 kg

2160 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations
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Offene
Open
Trocknungspaneele
drying panels

Tantum Set 8 Premium
Universal dryer
16 aluminum (alu oval) drying arms apiece with special plastic drying nozzles
for boots (8 pairs) and gloves (8 pairs)
8x unique, removable blow-out stainless
steel clothes hangers (air hanger) for
hanging up jackets and pants make
handling and drying easier.

xControl

Foot optionally available

Technical data
Article no.

Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-011-010

Tantum Set 8 Premium

183 x 120 x 74 cm

113 kg

2150 W

230 V AC

62-111-010

Tantum Set 8 Premium Sterex

183 x 120 x 74 cm

113 kg

2160 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations
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Open drying panels

Tantum Var 4
Boot dryer
Space-saving variable dryer from the Tantum series which can be used horizontally
or vertically. 8 aluminum (alu oval) drying
arms for boots (4 pairs) with special plastic drying nozzles

xControl

Technical data
Article no.

Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-011-011

Tantum Var 4

174 x 50 x 41

31 kg

900 W

230 V AC

62-111-011

Tantum Var 4 Sterex

174 x 50 x 41

31 kg

910 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations
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Open drying panels

Tantum Var 4+4
Boot/gloves dryer
Space-saving variable dryer from the Tantum series which can be used horizontally
or vertically. 8 aluminum (alu oval) drying
arms for boots (4 pairs) and gloves (4
pairs) with special plastic drying nozzles

xControl

Technical data
Article no.

Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-011-012

Tantum Var 4+4

174 x 50 x 41

32 kg

900 W

230 V AC

62-111-012

Tantum Var 4+4 Sterex

174 x 50 x 41

32 kg

910 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations
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Open drying panels

Tantum Var 10
Boot/gloves dryer
Space-saving variable dryer from the
Tantum series which can be used horizontally or vertically. 20 aluminum (alu
oval) drying arms for boots and gloves
with special plastic drying nozzles

xControl

Also available in stainless steel

Technical data
Article no.

Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-011-013

Tantum Var 10

174 x 50 x 41/61

32 kg

900 W

230 V AC

62-111-013

Tantum Var 10 Sterex

174 x 50 x 41/61

32 kg

910 W

230 V AC

62-111-014

Tantum Var 10 Inox Sterex

174 x 50 x 41/61

32 kg

910 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations
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Open drying panels

Tantum Var 12
Glove dryer
Space-saving variable dryer from the
Tantum series which can be used horizontally or vertically. 24 aluminum drying
arms (alu oval) with special plastic drying
nozzles for gloves (12 pairs)

xControl

Technical data
Article no.

Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-011-015

Tantum Var 12

150 x 50 x 49 cm

32 kg

900 W

230 V AC

62-111-015

Tantum Var 12 Sterex

150 x 50 x 49 cm

32 kg

910 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations
25

Reference Projects
Varta Microbattery GmbH
Ellwangen, Germany

Efko
Eferding, Austria

Disposal companies
Constance, Germany

Personal protective equipment is vital for
employees working in battery manufacturing.

Food processing company efko, based in Eferding,
Austria, uses the boot and shoe dryer to dry work
shoes and rubber boots.

Drying locker for complete sets of work gear.

Driving school Wintersteller
Bad Ischl, Austria

Fire Department
Ried im Innkreis, Austria

City Neumünster
Neumünster, Germany

Driving schools in the Salzkammergut, Austria,
opt for a professional drying device for drying
motorcycle gear.

The fire-fighting equipment is dried efficiently, carefully, and hygienically, and is ready for use again in
just a few hours.

Dry and disinfect their full work gear and protective
footwear from street and canal maintenance, waste
collection and green space maintenance.

Radatz
Vienna, Austria

Dyemansion
Munich, Austria

Kindergarten Admont
Admont, Austria

Preheated work gear, coats, pants and shoes for
the employees in the cold storage.

Global market leader in the field of innovative
surface finishing and customizable solution for
drying plastic components.

Admont kindergarten and day nursery relies on
professional drying equipment for the drying of
wet shoes and clothes.

You can find more reference projects on our website wintersteiger.com/drytechreferences
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Primus
The Primus series drying lockers are available in a range of different versions and cover a wide selection of optional equipment.
The following versions are available:
■ Primus Uni 10
■ Primus Mask 15
■ Primus Set 2 (Standard, Premium)
■ Primus Set 4 (Standard, Premium, Helmet-Premium)
■ Primus Set 8 (Standard, Premium, Helmet-Premium)
Maximum quality.
We only process hot galvanized high-quality thin-gage sheet metal.
Together with our in-house powder coating, we ensure maximum corrosion
protection.
Material-friendly drying.
A high-quality air circulation fan integrated into the body combined with
heated drying air ensures material-friendly and energy-saving kit drying.
xControl
The new xControl unit with color display and industrial membrane keyboard offers users an easy, intuitive and multi-lingual user interface for
managing the timing and energy of the system.
The timers can be easily adjusted with the ability to activate a countdown
timer. The xControl control unit also offers the option of activating a definable drying cycle via an external input (EIB/home automation, etc.).
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Primus Uni 10

Primus Mask 15

Primus Set 4

Primus Set 8

Primus Set 2

SpeedDry drying system

Removable stainless steel
blow-out clothes hanger
(air hanger)

Easy operation thanks to the
new xControl unit with color
display

Robust doors with special
hinges including an opening
restrictor

New, extremely robust drying nozzles for
helmets

New, extremely robust,
anodized aluminum oval
drying nozzles for
boots and/or gloves
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Primus Uni 10
Drying locker

Closed drying systems

20 aluminum drying arms (alu oval) with
special plastic drying nozzles for boots/
gloves (10 pairs)

xControl

Also available in stainless steel

Technical data
Article no.
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Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-012-001

Primus Uni 10

198 x 60 x 76 cm

95 kg

2150 W

230 V AC

62-112-001

Primus Uni 10 Sterex

198 x 60 x 76 cm

95 kg

2160 W

230 V AC

62-112-002

Primus Uni 10 Inox Sterex

198 x 60 x 76 cm

95 kg

2160 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations

Primus Mask 15
Mask drying locker

Closed drying systems

15 internally ventilated mask holders
provide an optimum hold and materialfriendly drying.

xControl

Technical data
Article no.

Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-012-003

Primus Mask 15

198 x 60 x 76 cm

93 kg

2150 W

230 V AC

62-112-003

Primus Mask 15 Sterex

198 x 60 x 76 cm

93 kg

2160 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations
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Primus Set 2 Standard
Drying locker

Closed drying systems

4 aluminum (alu oval) drying arms apiece with special plastic drying nozzles
for boots (2 pairs) and gloves (2 pairs)
as well as a bar for clothes hangers.

xControl

Technical data
Article no.
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Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-012-010

Primus Set 2 Standard

198 x 40 x 76 cm

72 kg

1100 W

230 V AC

62-112-010

Primus Set 2 Standard Sterex

198 x 40 x 76 cm

72 kg

1110 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations

Primus Set 2 Premium
Drying locker
4 aluminum (alu oval) drying arms apiece with special plastic drying nozzles
for boots (2 pairs) and gloves (2 pairs).

Closed drying systems

2 unique, removable blow-out stainless
steel clothes hangers (air hanger) for
hanging up jackets and pants make
handling and drying easier.

xControl

Technical data
Article no.

Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-012-011

Primus Set 2 Premium

198 x 40 x 76 cm

74 kg

1100 W

230 V AC

62-112-011

Primus Set 2 Premium Sterex

198 x 40 x 76 cm

74 kg

1110 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations
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Primus Set 4 Standard
Drying locker

Closed drying systems

8 aluminum (alu oval) drying arms apiece with special plastic drying nozzles
for boots (4 pairs) and gloves (4 pairs)
as well as a bar for clothes hangers.

xControl

Technical data
Article no.
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Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-012-004

Primus Set 4 Standard

198 x 60 x 76 cm

97 kg

2150 W

230 V AC

62-112-004

Primus Set 4 Standard Sterex

198 x 60 x 76 cm

97 kg

2160 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations

Primus Set 4 Premium
Drying locker
8 aluminum (alu oval) drying arms apiece with special plastic drying nozzles
for boots (4 pairs) and gloves (4 pairs).

Closed drying systems

4x unique, removable blow-out stainless
steel clothes hangers (air hanger) for
hanging up jackets and pants make
handling and drying easier.

xControl

Technical data
Article no.

Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-012-005

Primus Set 4 Premium

198 x 60 x 76 cm

100 kg

2150 W

230 V AC

62-112-005

Primus Set 4 Premium Sterex

198 x 60 x 76 cm

100 kg

2160 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations
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Primus Set 4 Helmet Premium
Drying locker
8 aluminum (alu oval) drying arms apiece with special plastic drying nozzles
for boots (4 pairs) and gloves (4 pairs).

Closed drying systems

4x unique, removable blow-out stainless
steel clothes hangers (air hanger) for
hanging up jackets and pants and 4
internally ventilated helmet holders make
handling and drying easier.

xControl

Technical data
Article no.
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Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-012-006

Primus Set 4 Helmet Premium

198 x 60 x 76 cm

101 kg

2150 W

230 V AC

62-112-006

Primus Set 4 Helmet Premium Sterex

198 x 60 x 76 cm

101 kg

2160 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations

Primus Set 8 Standard
Drying locker

Closed drying systems

16 aluminum drying arms (alu oval) apiece with special plastic drying nozzles
for boots (8 pairs) and gloves (8 pairs),
bar for clothes hangers.

xControl

Technical data
Article no.

Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-012-007

Primus Set 8 Standard

198 x 120 x 76 cm

146 kg

2150 W

230 V AC

62-112-007

Primus Set 8 Standard Sterex

198 x 120 x 76 cm

146 kg

2160 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations
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Primus Set 8 Premium
Drying locker
16 aluminum (alu oval) drying arms apiece with special plastic drying nozzles
for boots (8 pairs) and gloves (8 pairs).

Closed drying systems

8x unique, removable blow-out stainless
steel clothes hangers (air hanger) for
hanging up jackets and pants make
handling and drying easier.

xControl

Technical data
Article no.
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Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-012-008

Primus Set 8 Premium

198 x 120 x 76 cm

154 kg

2150 W

230 V AC

62-112-008

Primus Set 8 Premium Sterex

198 x 120 x 76 cm

154 kg

2160 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations

Primus Set 8 Helmet Premium
Drying locker
16 aluminum (alu oval) drying arms apiece with special plastic drying nozzles
for boots (8 pairs) and gloves (8 pairs).

Closed drying systems

8x unique, removable blow-out stainless
steel clothes hangers (air hanger) for
hanging up jackets and pants and 8
internally ventilated helmet holders make
handling and drying easier.

xControl

Technical data
Article no.

Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-012-009

Primus Set 8 Helmet Premium

198 x 120 x 76 cm

155 kg

2150 W

230 V AC

62-112-009

Primus Set 8 Helmet Premium Sterex

198 x 120 x 76 cm

155 kg

2160 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations
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Econ
The Econ series drying lockers are available in a range of different versions and cover a wide selection of optional equipment.
The following versions are available:
■ Econ Set 4 (Premium, Helmet-Premium)
■ Econ Set 8 (Premium, Helmet-Premium)
■ Econ Jacket 16 Premium
■ Econ Universal
Our GreenDry technology ensures the most energy-efficient and fastest
drying thanks to condensation drying and can also be used at low ambient temperatures of 7 °C and above.
Maximum quality.
We only process hot galvanized high-quality thin-gage sheet metal. Together with our in-house powder coating, we ensure maximum corrosion
protection.
Material-friendly drying.
A high-quality air circulation fan integrated into the body combined with
heatedair ensures material-friendly and energy-saving kit drying.
xControl.
The new xControl control unit with color display and industrial membrane
keyboard offers users an easy, intuitive and multi-lingual user interface for
the managing the timing and energy of the system.
The timers can be freely adjusted and a countdown timer can also be
activated. The xControl control unit also offers the option of activating a
definable drying cycle via an external input (EIB/home automation, etc.).

Econ Set 4 Prem

Econ Universal
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Econ Set 8 Prem

Econ Jacket16 Prem

GreenDry drying system

Removable stainless steel
blow-out clothes hanger
(air hanger)

Easy operation thanks to
the new xControl control
unit with color display

Robust doors with special
hinges including an opening
restrictor

New, extremely robust
anodized aluminum drying
nozzles for
helmets

New, extremely robust,
anodized aluminum oval
drying nozzles for
boots and/or gloves

Easy emptying of the water
tank or direct emptying via
on-site drainage
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Econ Set 4 Premium
Drying locker
8 aluminum (alu oval) drying arms apiece
with special plastic drying nozzles for
boots (4 pairs) and gloves (4 pairs).

Closed drying systems

4x unique, removable blow-out stainless
steel clothes hangers (air hanger) for
hanging up jackets and pants.

xControl

water tank

Technical data
Article no.
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Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-013-001

Econ Set 4 Premium

205 x 60 x 76 cm

133 kg

1580 W

230 V AC

62-113-001

Econ Set 4 Premium Sterex

205 x 60 x 76 cm

133 kg

1590 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations

Econ Set 4 Helmet Premium
Drying locker
8 aluminum (alu oval) drying arms apiece
with special plastic drying nozzles for
boots (4 pairs) and gloves (4 pairs).

Closed drying systems

4x unique, removable blow-out stainless
steel clothes hangers (air hanger) for
hanging up jackets and pants and 4
internally ventilated helmet holders make
handling and drying easier.

xControl

water tank

Technical data
Article no.

Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-013-002

Econ Set 4 Helmet Premium

205 x 60 x 76 cm

136 kg

1580 W

230 V AC

62-113-002

Econ Set 4 Helmet Premium Sterex

205 x 60 x 76 cm

136 kg

1590 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations
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Econ Set 8 Premium
Drying locker
16 aluminum (alu oval) drying arms apiece with special plastic drying nozzles
for boots (8 pairs) and gloves (8 pairs).

Closed drying systems

8x unique, removable blow-out stainless
steel clothes hangers (air hanger) for
hanging up jackets and pants.

xControl

water tank

Technical data
Article no.
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Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-013-003

Econ Set 8 Premium

205 x 120 x 76 cm

199 kg

1890 W

230 V AC

62-113-003

Econ Set 8 Premium Sterex

205 x 120 x 76 cm

199 kg

1900 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations

Econ Set 8 Helmet Premium
Drying locker
16 aluminum (alu oval) drying arms apiece with special plastic drying nozzles
for boots (8 pairs) and gloves (8 pairs).

Closed drying systems

8x unique, removable blow-out stainless
steel clothes hangers (air hanger) for
hanging up jackets and pants and 8
internally ventilated helmet holders make
handling and drying easier.

xControl

water tank

Technical data
Article no.

Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-013-004

Econ Set 8 Helmet Premium

205 x 120 x 76 cm

201 kg

1890 W

230 V AC

62-113-004

Econ Set 8 Helmet Premium Sterex

205 x 120 x 76 cm

201 kg

1900 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations
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Econ Jacket 16 Premium
Drying locker

Closed drying systems

16x removable blow-out stainless steel
clothes hangers (air hanger) for hanging
up jackets and trousers.

xControl

water tank

Technical data
Article no.
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Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-013-005

Econ Jacket 16 Premium

205 x 120 x 76 cm

199 kg

1890 W

230 V AC

62-113-005

Econ Jacket 16 Premium Sterex

205 x 120 x 76 cm

199 kg

1900 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations

Econ Universal
Drying locker

Closed drying systems

Three different designs:
■ Removable stainless steel grate
■ Removable stainless steel container
with two baskets
■ Variable rear panel for individual
configuration with the various drying
nozzles

Icon Image

xControl

water tank

Technical data
Article no.

Name

HxWxD

Weight

Power consumption

Supply voltage

62-013-006

Econ Universal

205 x 120 x 76 cm

199 kg

1890 W

230 V AC

62-113-006

Econ Universal Sterex

205 x 120 x 76 cm

199 kg

1900 W

230 V AC

We reserve the right to make technical alterations
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Optional accessories for greater ﬂexibility and convenience.
Special nozzles

Large shoe nozzle as standard

Shoe nozzle, long with pointed tip

Article no. 62-010-403

Nozzle for boots and short boots with a leg
height of up to 30 cm.
Article no. 62-010-402
(alu oval pipe, large with bottom metal
pointed tip)

Universal nozzle, long

Universal nozzle small

Ideal for shoes and
Boots up to a cuff height of 20 cm
as well as for long gloves.

Article no. 62-010-407

Optional accessories

Article no. 62-010-401
(alu oval pipe, small)

Glove nozzle small standard

Helmet holder

Article no. 62-010-408

Article no. 62-010-409

Large nozzle holder

Nozzle holder small

Including fastening screws

Including fastening screws

For large shoe nozzle standard
For long shoe nozzle with sword
For air hangers

For universal nozzle long
For universal nozzle small
For glove nozzle small standard
For helmet holder

Article no. 62-010-406

Adapter for Air Hanger
For air hanger to nozzle holder large

Article no. 62-010-410

Air Hanger made of stainless steel
Article no. 62-010-404

Article no. 62-010-405

Special Bit
For screws nozzle holder
Article no. 62-010-411
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We reserve the right to make technical alterations

Base Set

Base set Tantum series
Article no. 62-010-311

Water drip tray, stainless steel

Drain Pan, stainless steel
Tantum series

Drain Pan, stainless steel
Tantum series

Water drip tray, 40 cm

Water drip tray, 60 cm

Article no. 62-010-301

Article no. 62-010-302

Drain Pan, stainless steel
Tantum series

Drain Pan, stainless steel
Tantum series

Water drip tray, 90 cm

Water drip tray, 120 cm

Article no. 62-010-303

Article no. 62-010-304

Sloped roof, Primus and Econ
drying lockers

Sloped roof, Primus and Econ
drying lockers

Sloped roof 60 cm

Sloped roof 120 cm

Article no. 62-010-305

Article no. 62-010-306

Optional accessories

Sloped roof Primus and Econ series

Angled roof made of stainless steel,
Primus and Econ
Angled roof 60 cm
Article no. 62-010-312

We reserve the right to make technical alterations
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Optional accessories for greater ﬂexibility and convenience.
Accessories Econ universal drying cabinet

Stainless steel basket

Stainless steel tray

60 cm

120 cm

Article no. 62-010-314

Article no. 62-010-315

Stainless steel grate

Clothes rail

120 cm

Optional configurable clothes rail for use
with the Premium Hanger.

Article no. 62-010-316

Artikel Nr. 62-010-317

Additional accessories

Optional accessories

Adjustable foot set for Primus and Econ series
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External input for xControl

Consisting of 4 adjustable bases

For control through an EIB bus system, for
example

Article no. 62-010-308

Article no. 62-010-309

Bench

Premium Hanger

The ergonomically designed HPL bench is the
perfect complement to your drying solution.
W x H x D: 100 x 45 x 40 cm

Special clothes hanger for optimal storage
of jackets and pants on a clothes rail. The
clothes rail is optionally available for all
Primus Standard variants.

Article no. 62-010-310

Artikel Nr. 62-200-314

We reserve the right to make technical alterations
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Open drying systems with room air
■

■

xDry circulating air drying ensures that equipment
is dried in a material-friendly and energy-saving
manner.
The mControl is equipped with a predefined timer
function, or can be programmed via an external
timer (optional WLAN timer).

■

■

■

Sterex plasma technology (optional): Disinfection and
odor neutralization without the use of toxic or environmentally harmful chemicals.
The dryer is supplied ready to plug in (Plug & Play)
for faster installation.
Equipment: With and without function panel

Talentum Uni 3
Boot & glove dryer

Talentum Uni 5
Boot & glove dryer

The Talentum Uni 3 is the ideal entry-level unit for anyone
who requires a space-saving dryer with first-class drying
performance. The Talentum Uni 3 is designed for singlesided use and can therefore fit into even the tightest spaces.
The 6 aluminum drying arms (alu oval) with special plastic
drying nozzles are designed for universal use with sports
shoes, hiking boots, ski boots, and gloves.

The Talentum Uni 5 is the ideal drying partner for families!
Thanks to its space-saving single-sided design, the Talentum
Uni 5 is perfect for the needs of families. 10 aluminum drying
arms (alu oval) are equipped with special plastic nozzles,
and dry quickly and reliably - be it sports shoes, hiking
boots, ski boots, or gloves.

Colors and finishes

Black 3D
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Architectural Bronze

Wood finish 1020 Oak black brown
We reserve the right to make technical alterations

Talentum Uni 10
Boot & glove dryer

Talentum Set 2
Universal dryer

Doubly good: With its double-sided design, the Talentum
Uni 10 is the ideal entry-level device for your guest accommodation. The 20 aluminum drying arms (alu oval) with
special plastic drying nozzles are designed for universal
use. They can be used to dry sports shoes, hiking boots,
ski boots, and gloves. Put a smile on your guests' faces
by making sure they can always slip into dry, warm boots,
shoes, and gloves.

The Talentum Set 2 is the premium solution when it
comes to space-saving drying with maximum efficiency.
The double-sided design is ideal for shoes, clothing,
and helmets. The universal dryer impresses with 8 aluminum drying arms (alu oval) with special plastic drying
nozzles. Also included in the package are two innovative,
detachable stainless steel blow-out hangers (air hanger)
and two internally ventilated helmet holders that simplify
handling and drying.

You can find further information
about the Talentum range at
www.wintersteiger.com/talentum
Wood finish 1320 Walnut
We reserve the right to make technical alterations
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Ausführungsmerkmale und Maße auf den folgenden Produktseiten

Classic locker room products
WINTERSTEIGER offers an extremely extensive complete range of metal locker systems which are excellent
value for money.
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3D

Aufbewahrungssch

WINTERSTEIGER. A Global Player.

WINTERSTEIGER AG is an international machinery and plant engineering group. Founded in 1953, it has gradually
established itself as a leading provider of innovative solutions for customers in technically sophisticated niche
markets. The business fields of the company consist of:

Division SEEDMECH
Turnkey solutions for plant breeding and research

Division SPORTS
One-stop supplier for the rental and servicing of sports products
Systems for hygienic drying of sports goods and work clothes
Custom solutions for feet

Division WOODTECH
Solutions for engineered ﬂooring, furniture, and multi-layer boards
Saw blades for wood, food, and metal
Machines for mobile and stationary sawmills
Plants and automation solutions

Division METALS
Levelling technology machines and systems

Headquarters at Ried im Innkreis, Upper Austria
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Austria: WINTERSTEIGER AG, 4910 Ried, Dimmelstrasse 9,
Tel.: +43 7752 919-0, Fax: +43 7752 919-52, drytech@wintersteiger.at
For customers in Germany only: Tel.: +49 3628 66399-1970,
Fax: +49 3628 66399-1973

International Companies:

www.wintersteiger.com

France: SKID-WINTERSTEIGER S.A.S.,
Parc d΄Activités Alpespace - 102 voie Galilée,
73800 Ste. Hélène du Lac, Tel.: +33 479 25-1160,
Fax: +33 479 25-1161, contact@drytech.fr
Italy: WINTERSTEIGER Italia s.r.l., 39036 Badia (BZ),
Fraz. La Villa – Strada Ninz 82, Tel.: +39 0471 844 186,
Fax: +39 0471 188 1664, info@wintersteiger.it
Canada: WINTERSTEIGER Inc., CDN-Laval Q.C. H7L 5A1,
964 Bergar Street, Tel.: +1 450 663 7800, Fax: +1 450 663 2896,
info@canada.wintersteiger.com
Russia: OOO WINTERSTEIGER, Krzhizhanovsky Str. 14, Build. 3,
117218 Moscow, Russia, Tel.: +7 495 645 84 91,
Fax: +7 495 645 84 92, office@wintersteiger.ru
USA: WINTERSTEIGER Inc., 4705 Amelia Earhart Drive,
Salt Lake City, UT 84116-2876, Tel.: +1 801 355-6550,
Fax: +1 801 355-6541, mailbox@wintersteiger.com

Representatives:
Great Britain, Netherlands, Norway, Switzerland.
Contact details for our representatives are available at www.wintersteiger.com/drytech.
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Success begins with the right decisions.
At the right time. We look forward to you!

